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The Business Elevation Show with Chris
Cooper - Be More. Achieve More
Friday at 8 AM Pacific
October 15th 2021: Conscious Wealth with
Brandon Hatton

When it comes to wealth how much is enough?
What impact do you want your money to have and
how do you heal your relationship with money
through family values? My guest Brandon Hatton
is an expert at portfolio creation and wealth
maintenance based on Conscious Wealth
practices and is perfectly placed to answer these
questions. Brandon specialises in family
dynamics around multi-generational wealth and
advising clients on how to use their financial
assets to help make a positive societal impact,
whether through investments or philanthropy and I
have a sense we are in for some really valuable
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Featured Guest
Brandon Hatton
A consistent, process-driven individual, Brandon Hatton enjoys the
fulfilment that working with people brings, revelling in the quixotic,
creative, methodical nature of portfolio creation and wealth maintenance
based on Con-scious Wealth practices. Brandon specializes in family
dynamics around multi-generational wealth and is well-versed in
advising clients on how to use their financial assets to help make a
positive societal impact, whether through investments or philan-thropy.
This can mean include facilitating an exit from a company, a transfer of
wealth, or preparedness for the next generation. He endeavours to help
his clients live an abundant life with intention. For him, an intentio
Read more
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